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ACCESSIBILIty
Thanks to the practical ramp in the manual version, the Volkswagen Caddy
F-Style 3 facilitates on board access to the passenger in a wheelchair. The
lowering of the floor makes it possible to obtain an interior space useful to
accommodate 3 or 2 passengers plus the person in a wheelchair.
VERSATILITy
The use of the original seats, with a 2/3 - 1/3 tilting system in the second
row, makes it possible to restore the 5 travel seats when the person in
wheelchair is not on board.
Style and Design
These are the distinguishing features of the F-Style 3 conversion: Hi-Tech
top quality floor, elegant LED lights and ABS trims which are able to ensure
the quality standards of a standard vehicle.

3+1 Configuration

2+1 Configuration

Enhanced rear visibility when the ramp is
closed.

Genius Ramp The additional benefit of this
system allows the access ramp to be folded
inside the vehicle and to closely resemble
the original vehicle floor. The Genius Ramp
is particulary suitable for taxis and for anyone
who needs to use the Caddy F-Style 3 for a
multitude of purposes.
F-WINCH

Allows drawing the wheelchair onto the access ramp, in a comfortable
and safe way.

CADDY F-Style

3 - TECHNICAL SPECS AND CONFIGURATIONS
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3+1

2+1

Access Height 1410 mm | Usable Internal Height 1430 mm | Wheelchair Parking Area
Length 1030 mm | Wheelchair Parking Area Width 845 mm
Open Ramp Length 1280 mm | Useful Ramp Width 800 mm

HOMOLOGATION Focaccia Group’s homologation department is in direct contact with the main body builders and with the Italian Ministry of
Transport, guaranteeing compliance with the European norms and safety criteria of the original vehicle.
WARRANTY Focaccia Group conversions are covered by 24 months warranty on manufacturing defects. Authorized Service Partners are available all
over Europe to guarantee a timely and efficient service.
SERVICE Focaccia Group provides an efficient Technical Service open from Monday to Friday from 8:00 to 12:30
and from 14:00 to 17:30. You can contact us by e-mail service@focaccia.net or by phone +39 (0)544 20 23 44.
A specialized technician will take care of your inquiries.
Images shown are illustrative and for promotional purposes. Colors, shapes, dimensions and equipment may differ from those here indicated.
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The Focaccia Group Automotive is UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 certified and has obtained the certification for production of vehicles in series from the Italian Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport.
The Focaccia Group is a partner of important associations such as ANFIA (National Association of the Automotive Industry), CUNA (Technical Commission for Standardization in Vehicles), EMG
(European Mobility Group) and OECVA (Overseas and European Vehicle Convertors Association).

